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First hand accounts of SIDS deaths as well as information about what SIDS is and what you can do
in the future to try and prevent SIDS deaths (or at least how to educate other parents about SIDS).
English Have another copy what I expected English What can a grieving mother say? This book had
a lot of parents' stories which provided me a measure of comfort in my grief. Nineteen chapters
cover everything from the particular grief of mothers fathers siblings grandparents and child care
providers to guilt anger dreams premonitions peer and professional support planning funerals
enduring anniversaries and having subsequent children. SIDS Infant Death Survival Guide:
Information and Comfort for Grieving Family Friends Professionals Who Seek to Help Themgreat
thank you English The occasion that caused this to be a necessary purpose is an awful one but the
knowledge and compassion contained in this book quite possibly saved lives for those who read it.
The topics covered bring a sense of normalcy and healing to the bereaved as the authors guide the
reader down the path of surviving their loss and again finding joy in living: I am a nursing student so
I want to be able to educate others that not just premies die of SIDS: My own OBGYN assumed my
nephew was a premie when I said he died of SIDS: He was a full grown 4 month old boy that died in
day care (after no one checked on him for hours), I wouldn't buy this book for someone else since
everyone grieves differently. But I recommend buying for yourself if you know of a SIDS death. It
was written in the 1990s but is the only book I could find that is about SIDS only and grieving the
loss: English A very great book for any and all who have gone through this, English I love this book.

Formerly THE SIDS SURVIVAL GUIDE this anthology was re named in 2003 to reflect a broader
readership: Revised and updated for 2003 it provides new research information and new articles and
poems by parents who've lost children to SIDS and other deaths such as suffocation: OUTSTANDING
book that deals with an incredibly hard subject but lends a great deal of comfort to those who have
need to read it, Easy reading and shows you that your reaction to an abnormal occurrence isn't crazy
no matter how off the wall you might be feeling or what you're thinking: It's nice to know you're not
the only one although it SUCKS to think others have gone through what you have. Heart wrenching
reading but very helpful in trying to find your feet again and start learning to live after going
through the loss of a child, Quick shipping and easier to find/contact this seller than attempting to
purpose through the SIDS Foundation, Order was initially placed with them and after 1 month of no
contact/no item being received I went through as I should have in the first place: Great book and
when the situation arises in which words can't help this book could quite possibly save a life for
anyone effected by such a tragedy: It is a book about true so I bought one for a friendvery helpful
book for people who are grieving loss of infants for any reason, English Horchler and Rice give
comfort encouragement and insight to the issues that surround Sudden Infant Death Syndrome and
Infant Death. Families who have suffered the devastating loss of a baby will find many questions
they may have answered among the pages. He wasn't. It was ruled SIDS by the medical examiner
weeks later. I would definitely recommend it. English I bought this after my nephew died from SIDS.
Even includes a dad section. English
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